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CommentComment

This change is a necessity to a community that sometime is forgotten.This change is a necessity to a community that sometime is forgotten.
Needless to say this regulation is long overdue. Needless to say this regulation is long overdue. 
I would hope that the communities where these conferences areI would hope that the communities where these conferences are
taking place: San Diego; Washington DC; and Salt Lake taking place: San Diego; Washington DC; and Salt Lake 
City show some compassion and vote with their hearts andCity show some compassion and vote with their hearts and
conscience. conscience. 

Allowing these folks to have the opportunity to browse the internet willAllowing these folks to have the opportunity to browse the internet will
become a more of a requirement as we forge deeper become a more of a requirement as we forge deeper 
into the future of the web. into the future of the web. Everything will eventually be accessibleEverything will eventually be accessible
from the internet.from the internet.

Your efforts to have this revision/change brought to light is to beYour efforts to have this revision/change brought to light is to be
commended, thank you for your determination.commended, thank you for your determination.
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